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Introduction
Page setup: Paper size: width 170 mm x height 240 mm; Margins: top/bottom 20 mm,
left/right 18 mm; Layout: header 1,25cm, footer 1,25cm; Orientation: Portrait.
Articles should be written only in English. It is advisable to write the article in the
third-person singular or plural with the use of active form. Before paper submission,
please check grammatical and spelling mistakes by the spellchecker for the English
language.
Paper volume up to 30.000 characters (without spaces) or 15 full pages including the
text, figures, tables, references list and appendices. Articles should not be shorter than
10 pages. Depending on papers’ quality, Editorial Board could also accept longer
articles. Article has to be prepared electronically (on computer), in program MS Word
2003 or some later version of this program.
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Introduction is the first section of an IMRAD paper. It purposes is to state clearly the
problem investigated and to provide the reader with relevant background information.
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a
detailed literature survey or a summary of the results.
The purpose of the Introduction should be to supply sufficient background
information to allow the reader to understand and evaluate the results of the present
study without needing to refer to previous publications on the topic. Much of the
Introduction should be written in the present tense. /Times New Roman, 11/
Please define abbreviations and acronyms during their first occurrence within the text,
even in case that they were previously defined in article summary. Do not use
abbreviations in article title, unless they can not be avoided.
Sub-headings should be written by font Times New Roman, font size 11, bold,
centred, only first letter capital, interspace between sub-heading and paragraph above
6 pt (before 6 pt), and interspace between sub-heading and paragraph below 6 pt
(after 6 pt). Please use the writing style presented in this template.
Materials and methods
Materials and methods are the second section of an IMRAD paper. Its purpose is to
describe the experiment in such retail that a competent colleague could repeat the
experiment and obtain the some or equivalent results. Provide sufficient detail to
allow the work to be reproduced. Methods already published should be indicated by a
reference: only relevant modifications should be described.
For equations and formulas use the Microsoft Equation Editor or addition for
equations writing MathType (www.mathtype.com). Use of built-in equation editor
within the program Word 2007 is not recommended. Please check if all symbols
within the equations/formulas are defined (forthwith after equation/formula). The
equations are written using Microsoft Word (MathType); they are consecutively
numbered and centered.
Results
Results are the third section of an IMRAD paper. Its purpose is to present the new
information gained in the study being reported. It should be clear and concise. The
Results are core of the paper. You shouldn`t start the Results section by describing
methods that you inadvertently omitted from the Materials and Methods section. The
Results must be writing in past tense.
Discussions
The final section of an IMRAD paper. Its purpose is to fit the results from the current
study into the preexisting fabric of knowledge. The important points will be expressed
as conclusions. This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not
repeat them. A combined Results and Discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid
extensive citations and discussion of published literature.
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Many papers are rejected by journal editors because of a fault Discussion.
Conclusions
The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section,
which may stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and
Discussion section. Conclusions should provide a summary of important findings and
their implicants to the area of research that is the forms of the article.
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References
All manuscripts should be formatted using the American Psychological
Association (APA) citation style. For additional examples, consult the most recent
edition of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association.
Reference (author(s) of quotes) has to be entered directly in the text of article in next
form (Petrović, 2012; or Petrović, Marković, 2012; or Mirković et al., 2012). Please
do not write them as indexes in square brackets [3] or in footnote. Try to use a
footnote only in the case of closer explanation of certain terms, or clarification of real
and hypothetic situations. Do not numerate the pages.
Reference list should only include works that have been published or accepted for
publication. Unpublished works should be only mentioned in the text. Reference list
should be with the bibliographic details of the cited books, book chapters, or journal
articles.
References in not-English languages should be translated in English, and the
English language has to be mentioned in brackets, for example: Максимовић, Г.,
Секулић, Д., Петровић, А., & Драгичевић, Д. (2017), Савремени трендови и нове
стратегије конкурентности у хотелијерству, Menaџмент у хотелијерству и
туризму, 5(2), 27-35. [in English: Maksimović, G., Sekulić, D., Petrović, A., &
Dragičević, D. (2017). Contemporary trends and new competitiveness strategies in
hotel industry. Hotel and Tourism Management, 5(2), 27-35.].
Literature units have to be written in font TNR, font size 11, alignment Justified, with
mutual interspace of 3 pt - before/after. In all literature units only surnames are
written as a whole, while all authors’ names has to be shorten on to initial (initials
have to be set after surnames). Please, write surnames of all authors (do not use the
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style Petrović et al.). Do not combine literature units (under each ordinal number can
be only one literature unit) and always write complete titles of used literature units. If
used/cited literature was taken over from the internet publication, after adequate
writing of literature unit, in brackets has to be note complete link from which material
was taken over (available at: www.fao.org).
Citation of Books
Author’s surname Initial(s) of the given name(s). (Year of Publication) Title of Book,
Volume number (if relevant), edition (if relevant). Publisher, Place of Publication
Citation of Articles
Author’s surname Initial(s) of the given name(s). (Year of publication) Title of
article. Journal Volume number (and issue number if issues within a volume number
are not consecutively paginated): Number of first and last page of article, DOI
If the cited paper is given a DOI number, it should also be included.
Citation of Websites
Author’s surname Initial(s) of the given name(s). (if known) title, type of document
(if relevant), date of issue (if available), web address and date of access, if the
document or the website may be subject to change.
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3. Mićović, A. (2017). Tourism Development and Evolution of Tourism Related
Rules, 2nd International Scientific Conference – Thematic Proceedings II, Faculty
of Hotel Management and Tourism, Vrnjačka Banja, 181-202. Retrieved from
http://www.hit-vb.kg.ac.rs/conference/images/thematic_proceedings/2017_II.pdf
4. Stošić, L., & Stošić, I. (2013). Diffusion of innovation in modern school.
International Journal Of Cognitive Research In Science, Engineering And
Education (IJCRSEE), 1(1), 12-24.
5. Domanović, V., Vujičić, M., & Ristić, L. (2018), Profitability of food industry
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from http://www.fao.org ( July 31, 2018)
TABLES AND FIGURES
All tables are to be numbered using Arabic numerals.
Tables have to be created within the text of article, not taken in the form of images
from other documents. Tables should be numerated according to order of their
appearance. Titles of the tables have to be given immediately above the table to which
they relate. Please use following style during their formatting. Title of the table
should be set with the interspace 6 pt - before and 3pt - after, in font TNR, font size
10, alignment Centered. Text within the table should be written in the font TNR, font
size 9. Bold the text in the heading. Start with next paragraph at the interspace of 6 pt
from the table source or note (after). During the article writing please mark in the
main text all calls to a certain table (Table 5.). Try to fit all tables in article within the
specified format of the page (Table properties – preferred width – max 97% alignment: center). Complete text within the table cells has to be entered in next form
(paragraph - spacing: before/after 0 pt, line spacing: single). In case when table breaks
on next page, broken part of the table on next page has to be accompanied by a table
header.
Identify any previously published material by giving the original source in the form of
a reference at the end of the table caption.
Footnotes to tables should be indicated by superscript lower-case letters (or asterisks
for significance values and other statistical data) and included beneath the table body.
For the best quality final product, it is highly recommended that you submit all of
your artwork – photographs, line drawings, etc. – in an electronic format.
Example:
Table 1. The distribution cost of packaged goods from Subotica to retail-store objects
Indicators
Distance crossed (km)
Fuel consumption (litre)
Value of fuel consumption (RSD)
Total time spend on touring (hour)
Value of total time spend on touring (RSD)
Number of tours
Toll value (RSD)
Number of pallets transported (piece)
Total weight transported (kg)
Vehicle maintenance costs (RSD)
Lease costs (RSD)
Total sum (RSD)

Month 1
12.926
3.231
242.378
314
47.048
98
0
1.179
602.600
203.858
480.938
974.222

Source: Petrović, 2012

Period
Month 2
11.295
2.823
211.790
266
39.890
77
0
976
429.225
164.970
454.214
870.864

Month 3
13.208
3.302
247.653
417
62.570
102
0
1358
711.116
224.806
565.784
1.100.813

Total
37.429
9.356
701.821
997
149.508
277
0
3.513
1.742.941
593.634
1.500.936
2.945.899
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All illustrations whether diagrams, photographs or charts are referred to as
Figures. The name and number of figures should be centered on the line above a
figure.
Figure 1. Normal distribution of frequencies

Source: Authors' calculations

